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THE NEWSLETTER

Pirate: Deviant individual who decides to consciously and physi-
cally exclude himself from society by isolating himself at sea. How-
ever, in spite of his will of independence, he will never succeed in 
extracting himself completely from this same society as his survival 

depends on social activity.
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Millions of sailors ahsore share the same dream, 
the graal of every seaman. This voyage they pre-
pare patiently, sometimes during a lifetime, with 
butterflies in their belly. Some, many, will let this 
dream germinate and then die. The fear as deep 
as the sea paralyses men, sometimes rightly, some-
times because they are too used to not fight this 
fear. This is what makes the transatlantic one of the 
most common but unaccomplished dream among 
sailors. Common ? 

And, with candor, make this dream become our reality
This is our first act of Piratery, allowing us to dream along all these seamen

10 September 2021, meeting at the étang d’Or 
near Montpellier at the offices of Solidream, the 
team that will be following us along the adven-
ture and will be working on the postproduction of  
our movie project. The few members of our team 
who had not yet met physically finally got to know 
each other! Whether they like eachother or not, 
it’s too late to quit. The Soliddream team, made 
out of Morgan and Brian, start their debriefing on 
the imperatives and reflexes to integrate, in order 
to be sure that our movie will be exciting (and will 
exist!). {Soline, the student of the group, careful-
ly takes notes that no one will ever read again. } 
 

Fundamental  point: the picture dictator-
ship Principle: No one has the right to object to 
a camera that is shooting, no matter the situa-
tion, mood or state of fatigue. And this principle 
has been quickly put into practice a few days lat-
er as we left the harbor for an experimental night, 
the very first navigation for half of the group. It ‘s 
10 pm, the sea is rough. Time stands still. Like a 
failed copy of the “The Raft of the Medusa”, some 
bodies start to sway, then slump on the edges of 
the deck, their eyes turned towards the darkness 
of the water. These unfortunate people, under the 
light of the moon and the headlamps of the oth-
ers who are laughing, give back their first meal as 
sailors, all immortalized by Julia’s intrusive camera. 
 

Among climbers ? not really... moist skin that falls 
apart, melting muscles, overall weakness, no rocks 
to climb ... only an endless blue horizon, wet and 
flat. Slowly sailing along, waiting for winds and 
sceneries to change. Why ? While Europe has 
more rocks one could climb in a lifetime? YES the 
transtalntic, we are now eight starting to dream 
about it - day and night -15 days before the de-
parture 



The first impressions of the novices of the group 
(Novice as in “I have never been on a boat and I 
haven’t seen the sea for 10 years”) are dazzling! 
The wooden floor sways so strongly that cooking a 
pan of eggs becomes a big challenge. Captain Loïc 
laughs at the sick people by inviting them to do a 
little training session on our indoor climbing wall. 
In fact, the captain seems to enjoy, with kindness 
of course, the spectacle of his incompetent sailors. 
Fortunately, Captain Maud, is much more encour-
aging.

Samsara, which floats thanks to the energy and the 
tremendous labour of Maud and Loïc that worked 
during 4 months under the stifling Iberian sun, left 
the concrete harbor of Torredemanbara on Friday, 
October 8th.The last rush of preparations consisted 
of the construction of some shelves, some repairs, 
adjustments, verifications, decorations... and stor-
age of a huge quantity of various objects : climbing 
gear, ropes, shoes, wedges, winter clothes, music 
instruments, a pharmacy, flippers and tuba... and of 
course food, LOTS of food... A big thank you to our 
partner who provides us with food for the crossing: 
Biocoop Origines Leguevin.

The first days of sailing are extremely peacefull: our 
speed, probably as fast as a day of hitchhiking in 
a desertic area, barely exceeds 3 knots: perfect to 
drink a pint while learning to steer our big ship. Not 
exactly a speedy start... the boat waddles lazily from 
left to right on these windless days - It’s after having 
painfully passed Valencia that the wind finnaly starts 
to blow our sails round and big.



Caress of the wind: the earthlings among us are rather used to the wind as a musician, making the blades of 
grass and the branches of the trees dance. Here, the wind lifts and sculpts, sometimes sensual valleys, sometimes 
rough peaks in this sea that surrounds us. On this day 4, the wind becomes more intense and the sea rears up.

“ This wave measures at least 5 meters, 
says Sébastien, whose eyes are scanning 
these marvelous waters.
Baptiste laughs and retorts with mockery: 
it is barely 1.5 meters high!

“This wind that rushes through our sails, makes our dear boat dance on the waves and will carry us, inshallah, to 
the right harbor! First, we are setting sails to Gibraltar... with Europe on one side, Africa and all its mysteries on 
the other.

During these first days we discover the night shifts: in groups of two, we share the night navigation. Each pair 
sails for 3 hours and then pulls the next sailors out of their dreams to replace them on the deck. Keeping the 
right course, watching for the big boats and telling each other thoughts, stories and jokes, or sharing the music 
of silence.

During these immense nights, the magic happens.

“ I don’t think I’ve ever seen such 
compelling starry skies, so wide and 
beautiful, whispers Clovis

“

The happiness of Loïc 
as he crosses Gibraltar



These nights offer us bewitching spectacles: a sea made of silver sparkles under the full moon, dolphins twirling 
at full speed alongside the boat with a cloud of phosphorescent plankton in their wake. 

Magic, it looks like dragons shouts Maud

Dolphins, the great runners of the ocean, can reach speeds of 50 km/h. Pilot whales also greet us stealthily 
from between the waves. Their soft bodies blacker than the night and stubborn foreheads give them a head of 
first class. Even Captain Loïc is amazed, he who usually gives us amused looks when he sees us raving about 
dolphins.

Discussions emerge within the crew, a fishing rod has been placed at the back of the boat. After many hours, we 
hear a cli-cli-cli noise: a fish has bitten. This cli-cli-cli makes some people happy and others heavy-hearted. So 
far two tunas and two mahi mahi have bitten. One bream managed to escape.

I’m glad this one freed her-
self and managed to escape 
whispers I-won’t-disclose-
who.

“
“

When the fish is pulled out of the 
water, we all feel overwhelmed, 
grateful or fascinated. While 
observing these magnificent 
aquatic inhabitants some of us 
question themselves. You can 
guess that we will not lack in-
teresting discussions topics on 
this boat.

We wanted to thank you all, from the bottom of our hearts, for your participation in our crowdfunding, and 
for your warm comments. We are leaving without you, but you are also part of the team, and we will miss you 
here on the boat with us! 

Thank to: Edith,Samuel,Hugues,DidierLaurie,Maxime,Antoine,Bruno,Chritophe,julien,Hugues,Ludovic,Antho-
ny,Kevin,Thibo,Sandra,Brigitte,Gervais,Morize,Florian,Nathalie,Eric,Danielle,Romain,Spencer,Brieuc,Alexis,Max-
ence,Audray,Julien,Achille,Manette,Quentin,Didier,Elise,Frédéric,Manon,Margaux,Javier,Nathalie,Coralie,Be-
noit,Julien,Luc,Romane,Merlin,Ludovic,Laurent,Pierard,Corinne,Caroline,Mathilde,Arnauld, Cécile, Maxime, 
Martin, Sophie, Manu, Antoine, Eric et cathy, Gérard, Rémi, and many more

A short note on the Mahi Mahi as they are incredible fish: 
they can pierce the water at speeds of up to 80 km/h. 
Nicknamed chameleon fish, they change their colors from 
blue, to green, to grey. This species is not endangered and 
in recent years, the Mahi Mahi are migrating to the Med-
iterranean, as it is getting warmer and they prefer warm 

waters.

“ “

In our next newsletter: exciting news about the world’s first climbing training program on a boat, our volcanic 
experiences in the Canaries and much more. 



A huge thanks to SolidDream That follow us from Europe and our partners without whom this project could not exist: 
Petzl, Airvance, Patagonia, Scarpa, Bambaw Zerowaste, Biocoop Lenguevin, Tomojo, Escal’pades, Climb-up, Club Alpin 
Belge, Euroholds, Totem, Sailproof, Bulkbar, Lecomte, G7equipment, Pépite fruit sec, Arcadie cook, Real Turmat, Act for 
summit.

La team de Cap sur el Cap
xoxo


